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ABSTRACT 

 
Title: Ranking supplier by using sustainable supplier evaluation criteria (SSEC)          

and Multi criteria decision making (MCDM) method. 

Background: 

Despite the competition for achieving lower costs and higher profits, companies 

are nowadays becoming increasingly aware of the environmental and social impacts of 

their operations. This is unveiled by growing numbers of sustainable activities in 

companies’ reports. Companies’ are also under more pressure from authorities and public 

to increase their business’s environmental performance, a so-called sustainable 

management process. Besides the pressure for developing environmental responsible 

activities, companies still remain with their low cost measures. Hence, they are concerned 

with the issue of identifying suitable measures to assess their sustainability. 

Supplier selection, processes by which companies evaluate, select and maintain 

their suppliers, regarded as one of the major operations affecting companies sustainable 

performance. While supplier selection was often performed in the past using conventional 

measures, there is an essential need to develop a framework for sustainable supplier 

selection in supply chain. By doing this research the company can ensure its operations 

are in line with environmental and social regulations and requirements. 

Research questions:  

- What is the important and applicable sustainable supplier evaluation criteria 

(SSEC) that could be applied? 

- What Multi criteria decision making method (MCDM) is suitable for evaluating 

and ranking the suppliers? 

- How would Renault group in Iran rank the supplier against the sustainable 

supplier evaluation criteria (SSEC)? 

- Which Sustainable supplier evaluation criteria (SSEC) could help the lowest 

ranked supplier to improve its sustainability performance? 
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Purpose: The purpose of this research is to develop important and applicable sustainable 

supplier evaluation criteria (SSEC) and find out the multi criteria decision making 

method (MCDM) for ranking the suppliers. Furthermore, it also suggests to the manger to 

improve the sustainability performance of lower ranked suppliers. 

Method: The empirical data and the conclusions made from Renault Group in Iran are 

based on qualitative case study. This thesis is written from a positivistic perspective with 

a deductive approach. 

 Conclusions: The main conclusions of this study are as below: 

- Developing a comprehensive list of attributes including the most important and 

applicable Sustainable Supplier Evaluation Criteria (SSEC) for evaluating 

sustainability performance of supplier for Renault Company in Iran.  

- TOPSIS is evaluated MCDM method to rank the suppliers against SSEC in 

Renault group in Iran.   

- The suppliers of the company are ranked and the best and the weakest supplier are 

determined using the TOPSIS. 

- The lowest ranked supplier is showed which SSEC could improve its performance 

by applying a parametric analysis. 
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1.0 Introduction 

This section presents the increasing public awareness of 

environmental and social (sustainable) care and regulations on 

organizations. Additionally, it will give a brief background of Renault 

Group of Iran. In order to handle the sustainability challenges for 

Renault group in Iran, the Sustainable Supplier Evaluation Criteria 

(SSCE), is introduced. Then, the Problem discussion sub-section will 

lead to develop Research questions. In addition, the Research 

Purpose of the research will be given.  

1.1. Background 

Environmental and social matters are no longer a concern only for sustainability 

experts; sustainability awareness affects almost all parts of our society and it is a special 

concern for our industrial sectors (Kannan et al., 2014). Because of the governmental 

legislation and an increased awareness among people about sustainability, companies 

cannot ignore sustainability issues if they want to maintain their competitive advantage in 

this globalization trend. Organizations and their managers must consider sustainability 

issues in all of their administrative activities. The vehicle industry has also been one of 

the few industries, which took higher burden with regards to environmental/social 

regulations and standards (Tahiri et al., 2016).  

In the case of Renault Group of Iran, it has been a big challenge for the car 

industry to overcome with the regulations, since they have been updated consistently for 

the last 10 years. Actually, sustainability requirements as the role of greening and human 

rights care are raised significantly during the last decade affected the strategic purposes at 

the company (Renault, 2016). It also indicated that these issues have brought challenges 

to the overall business strategy, the company tactics and the performance management. 

Therefore, sustainability regulations led to changes and the managers must reconsider 

their activities in the supply chain of the company in order to deliver products that are 
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high of quality, sustainable and safe, which leads to high productivity and long-term 

economic performance (Richa et al., 2016). 

1.2. Renault Group introduction and Renault Group in Iran: 

It is Established in 1899 by Louis Renault, Marcel Renault, Fernand Renault, 

Renault Group is a French multinational automobile manufacturer company. The Renault 

group produces a wide range of cars from cars and vans to truck and auto rail vehicles. 

Referring to the survey of the Organisation Internationale des 

Constructeursd'Automobiles in 2013, Renault ranked eleventh among the car 

manufacturers of the World in terms of the volume of the production. In 1999 Renault 

and Nissan formed a corporation, Renault-Nissan Alliance, with Renault taking 54% of 

Nissan’s share, which is now the fourth biggest automotive group in the World. Renault 

has made partnership with various countries and companies all over the World. Renault’s 

activities in Iran dates back to almost four decades ago when the first model was 

manufactured in December 1976. After that, Renault encountered a lot of restrictions for 

manufacturing locally and stopped its activity until 1990, when a local manufacturer 

started to produce Renault 5 and Renault 21 (Renault 2016). 

Since Iran’s car market is an emerging market, Renault decided to build a stronger 

partnership with Iranian main automakers to benefit from this market potential and also 

to transfer the latest technology to Iran. Therefore, Renault and Iran's Industrial 

Development Renovation Organization established a joint venture in 2004, called Renault 

Pars. Renault Pars started its activity in Iran by supplying Completely Knocked Down 

(CKD) parts for local manufacturers, Iran Khodro and Iran Saipa's Pars Khodro. Under 

the partnership at the time being, Renault Pars is supporting the production of Thunder 90 

and Duster partially, with some parts supplying from local manufacturers, while for other 

models like Koleos Renault Pars is responsible for the full CKD supply (Renault, 2016). 

1.3. Problem Discussion: 

Renault group in Iran has international and local suppliers. Renault in France is 

responsible for selection of international suppliers such as: ILN (International logistics 

network). Whereas, Renault group in Iran is responsible for their local supplier’s 
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selection (Vahid, Supply chain manger, 12 July 2016). Vahid as Supply chain manger (12 

July 2016) indicated Renault group in Iran has limited supplier’s selection criteria based 

on cost, quality and engineering designs. Nowadays due to the increasing awareness of 

environmental protection and increasing attention on social problems supply chain 

department at Renault group in Iran is intended to select their supplier by considering the 

environmental and social criteria along with economic criteria (Vahid, Supply chain 

manger, 12 July 2016). 

As mention before the influence of sustainable suppliers in organizations 

performance and competitiveness has been increased. Therefore, sustainable supplier 

selection from the managers of the industries perspective takes into consideration to 

decrease the cost, increase the environment protection, increasing attention to the workers 

at work, etc. Sustainable supplier selection provides the company a system to monitor 

and make long-term relationship with its suppliers (Richa et al., 2016). Therefore, there is 

a need to focus on sustainable supplier evaluation in Renault Group in Iran by focusing 

on the sustainable supplier evaluation criteria. To this end, a comprehensive list of 

sustainable supplier evaluation criteria (SSEC) is developed. By doing this, it will make 

clear that which criteria are the most suitable criteria in each aspect.  

Problem related to SSEC and ranking of the supplier is considered as multi 

criteria decision making (MCDM) problems. Mostly for the solution of multi criteria 

decision making (MCDM) problem, mangers need to have MCDM tools to solve the 

problem (Richa et al., 2016). Moreover ranking will help to point out low rank 

sustainable suppliers. Furthermore, for the lowest ranked supplier(s), a parametric 

analysis is developed to improve their sustainability performance of lowest rank 

suppliers. 

1.4. Research Questions: 

As a result of above discussion in previous chapter following research questions 

have been structured. 

RQ1.What are the important and applicable sustainable supplier evaluation criteria 

(SSEC) that could be applied? 
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RQ2. What Multi criteria decision making method (MCDM) is suitable for evaluating 

and ranking the suppliers? 

RQ3.How would Renault group in Iran rank the supplier against the sustainable supplier 

evaluation criteria (SSEC)? 

RQ4.Which Sustainable supplier evaluation criteria (SSEC) could help the lowest ranked 

supplier to improve its sustainability performance? 

1.5. Research Purpose 

The purpose of this research is to develop important and applicable sustainable 

supplier evaluation criteria (SSEC) and find out the multi criteria decision making 

method (MCDM) for ranking the suppliers. Furthermore, it also suggests the manger to 

identify which SSEC improve the sustainability performance of lower ranked suppliers. 

 

2.0 Research Methodology 

This chapter includes a brief description of the scientific 

perspective of the research as the first subsection 2.1.  Research 

approach is given in sub-section 2.2. In the sub-section 2.3 research 

methods is discussed. Research design is explained in subsection 2.4. 

Then, data collection method is presented in the next sub-section. 

Afterwards, scientific credibility is presented. Finally, ethical and 

moral consideration is explained in sub-section 2.7.  

2.1. Scientific perspective 

Scientific perspective considers how theory builds as well as the way how social 

reality should study. Scientific perspective includes Positivism and Hermeneutics 

(Bryman and Bell 2015). Positivism is a theory that concentrated on the experiment-

based knowledge in order to generate reliable data. Positivism has only two ways for 

assimilating knowledge including: logical issues (e.g. Mathematics); sensible issues (e.g. 
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observations and experiment). Whereas, hermeneutic focus to study on the opinion of 

human beings (Bryman and Bell 2015). This research has a positivistic perspective and 

studies those issues that can be detected by human senses. This study first gathers known 

theoretical information about sustainable supplier evaluation and selection, then develops 

a comprehensive list of sustainable supplier evaluation criteria (SSEC) for the Renault 

Group in Iran. Afterwards, the importance and applicability of the criteria and their 

corresponding sub-criteria are measured by a questionnaire-based survey. Also, by 

obtaining enough knowledge about the existing decision making models, a reliable 

MCDM model is used for determining the best supplier and ranking them as well as 

improving the low ranked supplier’s performance. 

2.2. Scientific approach 

Generally, there are two different approaches for obtaining knowledge and 

drawing conclusion: 1) Deduction approach which indicates that the researcher focus to 

draw logical results; 2) Induction approach which means there is no clear theoretical 

framework and the empirical data is collected by the researcher and theories are then 

developed and formulated, from which conclusion can be drawn (Cooper et al., 

2003).This research used deductive approach because, the researchers developed the list 

of SSEC with the existing theories. Further on, researchers developed survey 

questionnaire by using before mentioned list of SSEC based on existing theory.      

2.3. Research Methods 

According to Bryman and Bell (2015) research technique is categorized into 

qualitative and quantitative techniques. Quantitative research is defined as “a research 

strategy that emphasizes quantification in the collection and analysis of data” (Adams et 

al., 2007). This method makes it possible for researchers to concentrate and gather 

material progressively and enables the investigator to go back to the resource and gather 

even more information if required Bryman and Bell (2015). In this research quantitative 

data is presented in the form of numbers which we get from case company Renault group 

in Iran. They are mainly related to financial turnover, cost of each component from 
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different local suppliers and number of components buys from each suppliers. 

Quantitative data help the researcher to find out the main suppliers of the Renault group 

in Iran in thesis.  

In contrast to quantitative method, the qualitative method is defined as a method 

which investigates behavior, opinions, and attitudes of the objects studied Bryman and 

Bell (2015). Furthermore, this method focuses more on words than numeric inputs. These 

have been collected through interviews as well as questionnaire survey within the Renault 

group in Iran. This make able to researchers to have better understanding about the 

purchasing process, current supplier evaluation criteria and structure of supply chain in 

Renault group in Iran.  

2.4. Research design 

 The research design of this study is carried through Case study design by 

analyzing and observing the single company, Renault Group in Iran. Yin (2014) 

explained that the case study technique has a unique benefit in scenarios when an 

“exactly how” “Which” and “what” inquiry is being inquired. The case study approach is 

relevant when researchers are intended to respond the descriptive or explanatory 

questions (Yin, 2014). The questions of this thesis are intended to show “what” are the 

important and applicable SSEC, “How” should Renault group in Iran rank the supplier 

and “how” should improve the sustainability. Because, this research is based on “what” 

“how” and “what” questions. Hence, this thesis follows descriptive case study approach. 

In this thesis we will conduct questionnaire survey to measure the important and 

applicable sustainable criteria and rank the suppliers. The research design of this thesis 

will be combination of both case study and survey.  

2.5. Data Collection method 

Data collection is the essential element which enables the researcher to answer the 

research questions in the end. It is a structured method of quantitative data and qualitative 

data which uses different tools to collect empirical data (Bryman & Bell, 2015).For this 

study both qualitative and quantitative data will be collected. Part of the qualitative data 
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collection will be semi-structured interviews and questionaries’ survey. This will help the 

researchers to have in-deep knowledge about supplier selection process, supplier 

selection criteria and sustainability problem within the company 

Yin ( 2014) States that information can be collected from main resources, which 

additionally named primary data, or information utilizing different approaches like set of 

questions, interviews and observation. Second approach is gathering data from additional 

resources; in this situation documents are utilized as the primary resource of information, 

consisting of books, publications, articles, journals, as well as   earlier studies.  

Primary data  Primary data is the information gathered particularly to deal with a certain 

research study problem, by the use of most appropriate procedures, which is related to the 

most effective to the research study issue (Yin, 2003). Saunders, (2011)Included which 

primary data is gathered for the very first time as well as remain in resources type. 

Primary data might be gathered via observations, surveys, and through interviews 

(Ghauri et al., 2005). Based on (Adams et al., 2007), structure of interview is sort of 

investigated interview with the emphasis of minimizing the spaces of research study from 

participant and interviewer via standardization of interview. Also semi-structured 

interview has collection of timetable question with the possibility to examine even more 

based upon considerable reply or differ the question series. In this thesis researchers draw 

an interview guideline that includes questions which ask for initial information. 

Secondly, when the topic area has been more clearly defined and the research questions 

are formulated, more focused interviews will be held with the involved partners. 

Important interview partners for these follow up interviews will be especially the 

mangers at Renault group Iran that deals mainly with the SSEC (Sustainable Supplier 

Evaluation Criteria).  
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                          Table 1  List of managers (Own Constraction Figure) 

          In this study researches will conduct two questionnaire surveys in order to have in-

depth knowledge about SSEC and rank the supplier. In first survey, questionnaire survey 

will send to five mangers of related departments, the indented objective will be to get a 

list of important and applicable SSEC according to their opinion. Similarly second survey 

will be sent to purchasing manager to rank the suppliers against the identified list of 

SSEC.  

Secondary data Secondary data give the option to explore same information from 

different resources to complement the empirical data. Bryman and Bell (2015) secondary 

data might be collected as a released data consisting of magazines, literatures, 

publications, scientific journals, etc. In this study secondary data is collected via Renault 

group in Iran website, scientific articles and journals to develop list of the sustainable 

supplier evaluation criteria (SSEC).  

2.6 Sampling 

Sample is the selected part of population for the research and the process for 

selecting the sample is known as sampling. Bryman and bell (2015) categorized the 

sampling in to probability sampling and none probability sampling. Non- probability 

sampling further divided into three types; snowball sampling, quota sampling and 

convenience sampling. Snowball sampling is the type of sampling in which the 
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researcher makes initial contacts and then utilizes the contacts to access relevant samples. 

The sample that is easily accessible to the researcher due to its position is called 

convenience sampling. 

In this thesis authors applied snowball sampling by we contacted the Renault 

group in Iran and we conduct survey from the mangers of the company about sustainable 

supplier’s evaluation criteria.  

2.7 Analysis Methods 

One of the main objectives of analysis is to understand and also to draw insights 

for the information collected. Therefore data analysis is the process to make collected 

data more understandable and summarizing the bulk information collected in the study 

(Ghauri et al., 2005).The type of results is expected for a study determines which analysis 

has to be conducted (Ghauri et al., 2005).In this paper authors used Mann-Whitney U-

test, TOPSIS analysis and Parametric Analysis to analyse the data. 

 Mann–Whitney U-test 

Another statistical analysis, Mann–Whitney U-test (Olugu et al., 2011) was used 

to assess whether the mean scores of the collected information (in relation with 

importance and applicability) have important difference (Ho = the importance and 

applicability of the criteria should be statistically the same). It is a non-parametric 

evaluation method, it does not assume any assumptions related to the distribution, that is 

applied to compare two data set means that come from the same population, it is also 

applied to exam whether two data set means are equal or not.  

𝑈 = 𝑛1𝑛2 +
𝑛(𝑛+1)

2
− ∑ 𝑅𝑖

𝑛2
𝑖=𝑛1+1                                                                           (2.2) 

U=Mann–Whitney U-test 

𝑛1 = 𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 𝑜𝑛𝑒 

𝑛2 = 𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 𝑡𝑤𝑜 

𝑅𝑖 = 𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑘 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 
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TOPSIS Analysis 

This sub-section explains the process of TOPSIS for ranking and decision making. 

TOPSIS was initially developed by Hwang and Yoon (Yoon et al., 1995). The basic idea 

of this technique is that the best alternative should have the minimum distance to the 

positive ideal solution and the maximum distance from the negative ideal solution. In the 

first step of the method, the positive and negative ideal solutions are established. To show 

these numbers, the decision matrix is formed and normalized. Then, the positive ideal 

solution is obtained by choosing the largest normalized and weighted score for each 

attribute. Also, the negative ideal solution is calculated by choosing the least normalized 

and weighted score of each criterion. In the next step using the following formula the 

distance of each alternative from positive ideal solution and negative ideal solution are 

obtained (Yoon et al., 1995). 

 Parametric Analysis 

            The methodology is on the basis of the change of only one criterion at a time, 

while the other evaluation factors are kept constant at the values of their entire data sets. 

The results of the parametric analysis point out that the supplier’s performance 

continuously increases due to increasing all the criteria. 

2.8. Scientific Credibility 

 Four credibility criteria will be considered ensuring the Scientific Credibility of 

the thesis credibility; those are validity and reliability (Yin, 2014). 

Validity:  As explained by Yin (2014) credibility stands for the capability of an 

evaluation to reveal the exact results by applying various information selection methods. 

The objective of developing credibility is to make sure that, the researcher reflects the 

identification of correct measures for the concept being studied was firstly applied in this 

study. In this paper researcher ensure the internal validity by matching the theoretical 

concepts with empirical data.  
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Reliability:  To secure high reliability in our thesis we have to put a lot of effort into 

designing the interview questions in a clear way in order to avoid misunderstandings. The 

questionnaire was developed based on the findings obtained from the literature. The 

managers were asked to give use their fill up the questionnaire based on their best 

knowledge. Authors used Cronbach’s alpha ensures the reliability of collected data set. 

Cronbach’s alpha is the most widely used measure for showing lower or higher 

guaranteed level of the internal reliability of indicators for a specific scale (Olugu et al., 

2011). The test is run in two stages; the first stage is to test the reliability of the 

importance of the data set and the second stage is carried out to test the reliability of the 

applicability of the data set. 

2.9. Ethical Consideration 

Ethical consideration relates to moral values that have great effect on data 

collection and examine a research study (Gauri et al. 2005). Relating to Yin (2014), an 

extensive research must be free from biasness. The investigator must maintain high 

professional competence and be sure accuracy and credibility of the research while 

recognizing to the limitations of the study. Ethical concern and values includes 

responsibility of experts for a safe and ethical treatment towards all participants. 

Guarantee for the participants the freedom neglecting or withdrawing from involvement 

if they happen to be not well up to date about the goals of the research study. Level of 

privacy protection is considered among the important ethical concern while collecting 

neither data, so often there is a neither needs to ensure that every types of participants’ 

privacy will not be violated nor breached. In this research all the ethical issues have been 

considered. The questionnaire survey is based on the ethical standard factors (mentioned 

as above) and to show that the respondents were not reluctant or bias, statistical tests are 

carried out.  
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Summary of  Methodology 

               To summerized the diffierent approuches used in this reseach, a table is 

constracted.This provides a quike glance to the reader of different methods which is 

applied in this thesis. 

Methodology approuches Applied methods 

Scientific Perspective Positivism 

Scientific Approach Deductive 

Research Method Quantitative, Qualitative 

Research Strategy Case study, survey 

Data Collection Method Primary data, Secondary data 

Scientific Credibility Realiablity and credibilty 

Sampling Non- probability sampling 

Snowball sampling 

Anylsis Method Mann Whitney U-test 

TOPSIS anylsis 

Parametric anylsis 

Ethical Consideration Interviewee privacy 

Purpose awareness 

          Table2: Summary of Methodology (Own Constraction Figure) 
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3.0 What are the important and applicable sustainable supplier 

evaluation criteria (SSEC) that could be applied? 

3.1 Theoretical framework 

In this part significance of sustainable supplier evaluation is 

discussed in each aspect and list of SSEC is developed on the basis of 

previous literature in order to make ground for the 1st research 

question. Mann–Whitney U-test is discussed in the last to measure 

correlation between importance and applicability of each criterion.  

3.1.1. Definition of sustainable supplier evaluation criteria 

Govindan et al., (2013) claim Sustainable supplier evaluation criteria can be those 

criteria which help the supply chain manger to manage and conduct the material, paid up 

capital, and inflow and outflow of information However, basic pillars of sustainability are 

considered i.e. economy, society and environment. According to this, it is the duty of 

focal company to ensure the problems related to economy, society and environment in the 

entire supply chain. Moreover, it is the duty of focal companies to check the quality, 

price, social and environmental effects on products that are produced by stakeholders. In 

short, quality and price of products that are used in production are very necessary to fulfil 

the needs of customers, shareholders, government and stakeholders. That’s why; 

sustainable supplier evaluation criteria are look forward to achieve the stakeholder’s 

satisfaction in all domains i.e. economic, social and environmental. (Chen et al., 2010). 

Sustainable supplier evaluation criteria in green supply chain management are 

mostly focused on environmental aspect of sustainability. SSEC is defined by minimizing 

and preferably eliminating the negative effects of the supply chain on the environment 

and a firm’s environmental sustainability and ecological performance can be 

demonstrated by its suppliers(Kannan et al., 2015). 

3.1.2. Significance of Sustainable Supplier evaluation criteria (SSEC)  

                Sustainable supplier evaluation criteria have intendent objectives to improve 

the social needs of human being, maximize the profitability and protection of the 
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environment on the earth (Molamohamadi, Z et al, 2013). The related literature reports 

that the criteria in sustainable supplier evaluation are determined based on the three 

aspects known as economic, environmental and social. Significance of each aspect is 

discussed to have deep knowledge of the SSEC. 

Significance of economics criteria 

               The intended objective of economic criteria focus of the organizations is to 

maximize economic gain (profit). It is achievable by minimizing costs in different 

domains, manging the idle time etc. It includes criteria like Production cost, ordering and 

logistics cost, inventory cost, custom and insurance cost , product rejection rate, quality 

management and capability of handling mishaps. (Mani, V et al., 2014). 

Significance of social criteria 

 Increasing  awareness about social responsibility and human rights compel  

manufacturing organization to concentrate on problems such as safety, working 

conditions, operations, wages, child labour, human rights and poverty. Pressure from 

government and other stakeholders are forcing the organizations to be socially 

accountable (Carter, C. R., & Liane Easton, P. (2011).They compel organizations to 

consider social criteria such as, Employment rights: employments rights, employments 

contract, rights to sue to employer. Health and Safety: training for safety at work, 

education, counselling, service infrastructure, prevention, and risk-control programs in 

situ to assist work force members or community members regarding serious diseases. 

Social Responsibility: Supporting short term and long term social projects, supporting 

institutional establishments, grants and donations. Educational Infrastructure: Programs 

for skills management and lifelong learning that support the continued employability of 

workers and assist them in managing career endings. Employment Practices: Worker 

relations, human rights and worker interests, flexible working facilities, working 

conditions and abolition of child labour, equity of labour sources, diversity and 

discrimination (Carter, C. R., & Liane Easton, P. (2011). 
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Significance of Environment criteria 

Due to increasing awareness about environmental degradation, manufacturing 

companies and customers both are becoming alert of environment protection. This has 

led stakeholders of companies to ensure safe practices like pollution control, reuse, 

recovery etc. It has many positives like: Improved business and public image, attraction 

of environmentally aware customers, Improved quality etc. It includes criteria like 

Pollution Control: Air emissions, wastewater, solid wastes and use of harmful materials. 

Resource Consumption of raw materials, energy and water. Green Product and Eco-

design: Use of environmentally friendly technology and materials, design capability for 

reduced consumption of material/energy, reuse, recycle of material, design of products to 

avoid or reduce use of harmful materials, green packaging. Environmental Management 

System: Environment related certificates like ISO l4OOl, environmental policies, 

checking and control of environmental processes (Mani, V et al., 2014).To reduce the 

harm to the environment, organizations should also consider factors like permit 

requirements, compliance requirements, strategic considerations, climatic considerations 

and government policy (Mani, V et al., 2014). 

3.1.3. List of sustainable supplier evaluation criteria 

One of the main challenges in the supplier evaluation process is to choose the 

right SSEC. The related literature reports that the SSEC for ranking the supplier are 

determined based on the three aspects known as economic, environmental and social (as 

mention above). In economic aspect, literature reports that different criteria have been 

used for supplier evaluation. Dickson’s survey (Dickson, 1966) was the first to identify 

23 criteria purchasing agents and managers in the United States and Canada preferred to 

use for evaluating suppliers’ performance.  

Weber et al. (1991) conducted a review of 74 articles published from 1966 to 

1990. The authors highlighted that cost/price; delivery and quality were the most 

important criteria in assessing suppliers. Ho et al. (2010) suggested that the most widely 

adopted criteria for supplier evaluation and selection are quality, delivery, price (or cost), 
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manufacturing capability, service, management, technology, research and development, 

finance, flexibility, reputation, relationship, risk, and safety and environment 

respectively.  

In terms of environmental aspect, Govindan et al., (2013b) carried out a literature 

review survey and showed that environmental management system is the most widely 

used environmental criterion followed by green image, environmental performance, 

design for environment, green competencies, environmental improvement cost, ISO 

1400, green product and so on. In terms of social aspect, a number of criteria have been 

determined which can be summarized as discrimination, long working hours, human 

rights, health and safety, information disclosure, the rights of stakeholders, employment 

practices (Amindoust et al., 2012;Azadi et al., 2015;Ghadimi et al., 2014). List of SSEC 

is constructed on the basis of previous studies and literature. Economic, social and 

environmental aspects are identified separately in the list.   

List of economic criteria 

 
 

Main Criteria Sub Criteria Referance 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Economic 

Aspect: 

 

Cost 

 

Material cost  

(Fallahpour et al., 2015; Kannan et al., 

2015) 

 

Freight cost 

(Kannan et al., 2015; R. Kuo et al., 2010) 

 

After sales service cost 

(R. Kuo et al., 2010) 

Quality  

Rejection rate of the product 

(Feyziog̃Lu et al., 2010; R. Kuo et al., 

2010) 

 

Capability of handling abnormal 

quality 

(Kannan et al., 2015; Lee et al., 2009) 

Process for Internal Audit quality 

of Material 

(Grisi et al., 2010) 

Delivery service On time Delivery (Li et al., 2009) 

After Sales Service (Chen et al., 2010) 
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Rate of delivery (Yuzhong et al., 2007) 

Time to solve complaint (Yang et al., 2008) 

Flexibility Flexibility in ordering (Kannan et al., 2015; R. Kuo et al., 2010) 

Delivery time (Feyziog̃Lu et al., 2010; Kannan et al., 

2015; R. Kuo et al., 2010 

Flexibility in Giving Discount (Grisi et al., 2010; Hsu et al., 2009; 

Kannan et al., 2015) 

Table 3: List of economic criteria (Own construction figure) 

                                                List of environmental criteria 

 Main Criteria Sub Criteria Referance 

Environment 

aspect 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Enviormental 

management system 

ISO14001 Certification (Humphreys et al., 2006) 

Environmental Performance 

Evaluation 

(Thongchattu et al., 2010) 

Eco-Labelling (Mahmood et al., 2013) 

Environment-Friendly Raw 

Materials 

(Paul Humphreys et al., 2003) 

Green Product Green certification (Kannan et al., 2015; Tseng, 2011) 

Re-use (Büyüközkan et al., 2011) 

Green packaging (Büyüközkan et al., 2011) 
 

Air emissions (Kannan et al., 2015) 

Waste water (Handfield et al., 2002) 

Hazardous wastes (Kannan et al., 2015) 

Green Warehousing Inventory of hazardous 

substances 

(Hsu et al., 2009) 

Warehouse management (Hsu et al., 2009) 

Inventory of substitute material (Hsu et al., 2009) 

Eco – Design Recycle of Products when 

Design 

(Hong-Jun et al., 2010) 

Re-Manufacturing of Products 

when Design 

(Handfield et al., 2002;Kannan et al., 

2015) 

Reduction in the use of Hazard 

Materials when Design 

(Bin et al., 2010) 
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Green Technology 

 

Capability of R&D 
 

(C. Chen et al., 2010;Lee et al., 2009) 

 
Ability to alter process and 

product for reducing the impact 

on natural resources 

(Lee et al., 2009) 
 

Green raw materials used in the 

supplied components 

(Chiou et al., 2008; Lee et al., 2009) 

Green 

Transportation 

 

Using a modern eco-efficient 

transportation fleet  

(Rostamzadeh et al., 2015) 

Using Green fuels 
 

(Rostamzadeh et al., 2015) 

Table 4: List of environmental criteria (Own construction figure) 

 

                                                             List of social criteria 

 Main Criteria Sub-Criteria Referance 

 Worker’s right Workers contracts (Bai et al., 2010; Govindan et al., 2013a) 

Employment insurance (Bai et al., 2010; Govindan et al., 2013a) 

Employment compensation (Bai et al., 2010; Govindan et al., 2013a) 

Standard working hours (Bai et al., 2010; Govindan et al., 2013a) 

The right to sue the employer (Bai et al., 2010; Govindan et al., 2013a) 

Social aspect 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Health and safety 

at work 

Health and safety incidents (Bai et al., 2010; Govindan et al., 2013a) 

Training for safety at work (Bai et al., 2010; Govindan et al., 2013a) 

Providing appropriate equipment (Bai et al., 2010; Govindan et al., 2013a) 

Supportive 

activities for 

worker 

Discrimination (Bai et al., 2010; Govindan et al., 2013a) 

Growth at work (Bai et al., 2010; Govindan et al., 2013a) 

Attention to religious and 

cultural issues  

(Bai et al., 2010; Govindan et al., 2013a) 

Wage (Bai et al., 2010; Govindan et al., 2013a) 

                                      Table 5: List of social criteria (Own construction figure) 
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3.2 Empirical information  

In this part authors conduct a questioner survey from five 

related mangers of Renault group in Iran. Questioner is developed on 

the bases of list of SSEC in theoretical part. At the end on the basis of 

questioner survey list of SSEC is developed and measure the 

correlation between importance and applicable sustainable criteria 

on by using Mann Whitney U-test.   

3.2.1 List of important and applicable sustainable supplier evaluation criteria 

                 In order to validate the proposed sustainable supplier evaluation criteria and 

their sub-criteria, a survey was conducted. A questionnaire was developed for evaluating 

the important and applicable sustainable supplier evaluation criteria and their sub-criteria. 

The questionnaire consist of three aspects namely economic, environmental and social 

criteria and their sub criteria respectively. The economic aspect consists of four main 

criteria and 13 sub criteria.  The environmental aspect consists of six main criteria and 

twenty-one sub-criteria. The social aspect contains three main criteria and twelve sub-

criteria. The respondents were asked to assign a number to each sub-criterion to assess 

their important and applicable SSEC. Importance level represents the degree of perceived 

importance placed on the sub-criteria, while applicability shows whether they can be 

applied or used in practice. A Likert scale from 1 to 5 was performed where, 1 = very 

low, 2 = low, 3 =moderate, 4 = high, and 5 = very high.  
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Table 6 response of mangers by weighting the economic criteria (own figure) 

Table 7 Response of mangers by weighting the environmental criteria (own figure)  
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Table 8 Response of mangers by weighting the social criteria (own figure) 

3.3 Analysis 

After development of the questionnaire, it was asked to the five managers of 

Renault Group in Iran as potential experts to evaluate sub-criteria. As mentioned above, 

the respondents were asked to evaluate the sub-criteria. Furthermore, an average mean 

value was used for each of the criteria to show their level of importance and applicability. 

The results are presented in the figures 1. 
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                                 Figure 1: Important sustainable supplier evaluation Criteria  

Above graph gave quick glance of important SSEC. Manger put more importance 

to Economic aspect during evaluation of supplier rather than social and economic aspect. 

It can be easily observed cost in on the top in the list with highest score of 4.53 in 

contrast green product was at the bottom of the list with 3.3 score. Quality 4.4, Delivery 

Service 4.2, flexibility 4.13, with percentage of 85%, 84 % and 82%, followed 

respectively. Moreover for Social aspect, Workers’ Rights (WR), had the highest score of 

3.9, which implied 78% importance. This was followed by Health and Safety at Work 

(HSW) 3.8, and, Supportive Activities (SA) 3.4 with an importance percentage of 75.6%, 

and 68%, respectively. 

 Environmental management had more importance with compare to other 

environmental criteria in the list. Eco design and green technology had approximate same 

importance .   
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        Figure 2: Applicable sustainable supplier evaluation Criteria (analysis) 

Figure 2 gave an over view of applicable sustainable supplier evaluation criteria in the list 

of SSEC. As it can be observed Cost is most applicable criteria with a score of 4.2 in the 

list. This was followed by Quality 3.31, Service & Delivery 3.28 and Flexibility 3.05. It 

can also be observed from Figure 2 that for environmental aspect, environmental 

management had the highest score of 3.62. This was followed by green technology 3.3 

Green transport 3.15, Eco design 3.13 and green product 3.03. Green ware housing least 

applicable.   

Moreover, in social aspect, Workers ‘Rights (WR), had the highest score of 3.4. This was 

followed by Health and Safety at Work (HSW) 3.13, and, Supportive Activities (SA) 3.1. 
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        Figure 3: Important and Applicable sustainable supplier evaluation Criteria   

It can be seen although all 13 identified SSEC are important and applicable Cost, 

environmental management, green product eco-design, green technology, green 

transportation and support activities are more important and applicable for Renault group 

in Iran than quality, delivery services, Flexibility, workers right, health and safety. 

Because the difference between applicability and importance of Cost, environmental 

management, green product eco-design, green technology, green transportation and 

support activities is less as compare to less applicable and important criteria. So, Renault 

group in Iran should give more emphasize on these criteria for evaluation of supplier. 

Mann–Whitney U-test 

Mann–Whitney U-test was used to assess whether the mean scores of the two sets 

of data (importance and applicability) differ. SPSS software was applied to conduct this 

non-parametric test. Since the Mann–Whitney U-test is done on ranked scores; the data 

for the two groups do not have to be normally distributed (Olugu et al., 2011). All the 
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main criteria of the three aspects were assessed using this test and the p value of each of 

them was greater than 0.05 (a p value of less than 0.05 means there is a significant 

difference between the data sets). The results show that there is no significant difference 

between the mean scores of the two data sets. Therefore, it can be said that there is a 

strong correlation between the importance and applicability of the listed criteria. 

 

 

           Table 9: the results of Mann-Whitney U-test for importance and applicability (own figure) 

3.4 Conclusion 

A comprehensive list of sustainable supplier evaluation criteria (SSEC) and their sub-

criteria for supplier's’ sustainability performance assessment was developed (based on the 

literature) as well as their importance and applicability were measured based on the 

managers of the Renault group of Iran. A set consisting of 13 main sustainable supplier 

evaluation criteria (SSEC) and 46 sub-criteria were determined and their importance and 

applicability were measured using a questionnaire-based survey. The findings show that 

economic criteria are the most effective criteria for sustainability performance evaluation. 

It is followed by environmental criteria and social criteria.  
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Mann–Whitney U-test to demonstrate whether the mean scores of the two sets of data 

(importance and applicability) are correlated with each other on the basis of the managers 

opinions of the company. The result shows that there is no significant difference between 

the mean scores of the two data sets.  Therefore, the developed list of the SSEC and their 

corresponding sub-criteria can be used for this company for suppliers’ sustainability 

performance in presence and future.  

4.0 What Multi criteria decision making method (MCDM) is suitable 

for evaluating and ranking the suppliers? 

4.1 Theoretical Framework: 

In theoretical framework of 2nd research question MCDM 

methods are discussed and compare them according to their 

advantages & disadvantages and area of application. The objective of 

this comparison is to find out suitable MCDM method for ranking the 

supplier against SSEC (Select in 1st research question). 

4.1.1 Multi criteria decision making method (MCDM) 

                 Multiple criteria decision making (MCDM) are used in making decisions with 

the help of multiple, conflicting and criteria ideas. Its problems are common in daily 

routine. According to personal concern, if anyone buys a house or a car, it is qualified by 

price, size, style, safety, comfort. While in business, its problems are complex and 

gigantic. I.e. in Europe, many companies conduct organizational self-assessment by 

criteria and sub criteria technique in EFQM (European Foundation For Quality 

management) for better business model. Many large companies purchase departments in 

order to fulfill their supplier’s needs by a range of criteria i.e. quality management, after 

sale benefits and financial stability etc. (Govindan et al., 2013). 

In recent decades, different techniques and models have been proposed to 

evaluate and rank the suppliers. W. Ho et al., (2010) conducted a literature review and 

showed that most of the models are based on DEA, ANP, TOPSIS, AI, and integrated 

techniques such as AI-based, MCDM-based models, etc. Boran et al., (2009) proposed a 
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TOPSIS-based model to rank suppliers and select the best one. Quality, Cost, Delivery 

and Relationship closeness were determined as the evaluative criteria for assessing five 

suppliers. The results concluded that intuitionistic fuzzy sets are an appropriate technique 

to deal with uncertainty. 

Rezaei et al., (2014) applied AHP for selecting the best supplier in the airline 

retail industry. The presented model is twofold: first, the best criteria are selected using 

conjunctive screening technique and second, by the application of AHP-based model, the 

best supplier is determined. Govindan et al., (2013) proposed a TOPSIS model under 

fuzzy environment for sustainable supplier selection. First, they determined the measures 

and metrics in each aspect of sustainability. Then after collecting the data set, TOPSIS-

based model was used to prioritize the suppliers. Büyüközkan et al., (2011) proposed a 

framework to prioritize sustainable suppliers by the use of ANP under fuzzy 

environment. The model not only assesses the suppliers’ performance, but also maintains 

the consistency level of the assessment.  

4.1.2 Types of MCDM methods 

 

1. Multi-Attribute Utility Theory (MAUT): 

MAUT is an expected utility theory that can decide the best course of action in a given 

problem by evaluating a utility to every possible consequence and calculating the best 

possible alternative (Konidari et al., 2007). The most important thing in MAUT is that it 

works under uncertainty. It can have a utility assigned to it, which is not a quality that is 

accounted for in many MCDM methods. It is comprehensive and can account for and 

incorporate the preferences of each consequence at every step of the method. Although 

this method has some merits, however it needs many inputs for making a decision which 

means this method is very time consuming due to the large data set. Maybe the decision 

makers cannot find this level of data set for decision making (Rezaei et al., 2014) 

2. Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP): 

AHP is one of the most applied decision making techniques which have many merits and 

demerits. Using Pairwise Comparisons (PCs) is the most popular characterization of 
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AHP. By doing this decision makers are able to calculate the weights of criteria and rank 

the alternatives. This method can deal with certain and uncertain (fuzzy) data set. Besides 

these advantages, AHP is a very time consuming method due to existing of PCs as well 

as existing of consistency index. In AHP, after any PCs, we need to check the consistency 

index and if the result is not consistent, we have to redo the process (Rezaei et al., 2014) 

  

3. Fuzzy Theory 

           Since the real world is full of vagueness and uncertainty, fuzzy set theory enables 

us to overcome the problem of ambiguity and imprecision. It is very useful for 

researchers. Fuzzy logic can work with incomplete data set and assess those systems do 

not have exact data set. Indeed, Fuzzy Logic develops a rule-based set for evaluation the 

alternatives without having comprehensive data set. However, it works based on the 

thought of the decision makers (because the rules are made based on the decision makers’ 

idea). That is to say that if the panel of the decision makers changes the result could be 

different. Therefore this method this method is very subjective (Yoon et al., 1995).   

 

4. Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) 

CBR is the process of solving new problems based on the solutions of similar past 

problems, and develops a solution to a decision-making problem on the basis of the most 

similar cases. Kolodner  (1993) showed the advantages of CBR: 

• It permits the reasoner to develop answers to a problem quickly. 

• It permits the reasoner to develops answers in domains that tare not completely 

understood by the reasoner. 

• It provides the reasoner a means for assessing answers when no algorithmic 

technique is available for assessment. 

• Cases are suitable in interpreting open-ended and ill-defined concepts. 

 

5. Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) 

 DEA uses a linear programming technique to measure the relative efficiencies of 

decision making units (DMUs) (Thanassoulis et al., 2012). It calculates the efficiencies of 
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DMUs against each other. DMUs efficiencies are between 0 to 1. The most efficient 

DMU has score 1 that DMU which has the lowest score is the weakest alternative in 

terms of efficiency. It has many merits. It works with multiple attributes simultaneously. 

The major merit is that does “not deal with assumes that all input and output data are 

exactly known (Wang et al, 2005).  

 

6. SMART 

         In comparison to MAUT, SMART is easy to use. It needs less effort by decision 

makers than MAUT. It also handles data well under each attribute. Like MAUT, a 

disadvantage is that the “procedure for determining work is not convenient considering 

the complicated framework” (Yoon et al., 1995). 

 

7. Goal Programming 

          As a mathematical model, GP works with large-scale problems. A major advantage 

of this method is that it provides very accurate result due to being a mathematical model. 

However, one of its major disadvantages is its inability to weight coefficients. Many 

applications find it necessary to use other methods, such as AHP, to properly weight the 

coefficients. (Rezaei et al., 2014). 

 

8. ELECTRE 

         Its major advantage is that it considers ambiguity and imprecision. One of major 

drawback of ELECTRE is its process can be quit hard to explain in layman’s terms. 

Furthermore lowest performances under specific criteria are not displayed. Ranking 

method does not cause the strengths and weaknesses of the atribute to not be directly 

identified, nor results and impacts to be verified (Konidari et al 2007). 

 

9. PROMETHEE 

       The Preference Ranking Organization Method for Enrichment of Evaluations was 

developed at the beginning of the 1980s and has been extensively studied and refined 

since then. It has particular application in decision making, and is used around the world 
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in a wide variety of decision scenarios, in fields such as business, governmental 

institutions, transportation, healthcare and education. . (Rezaei et al., 2014). 

  

10. Simple Additive Weighting 

            Simple Additive Weighting (SAW) which is also known as weighted linear 

combination or scoring methods is a simple and most often used multi attribute decision 

technique. The advantage of this method is that it is a proportional linear transformation 

of the raw data which means that the relative order of magnitude of the standardized 

scores remains equal (Konidari at al., 2007). 

  

11. TOPSIS 

            The main advantage of TOSIS is that, it has not complex process, it is  easy to 

applied and  steps of the TOPSIS remains the same but  the number of attributes can be 

changed. TOPSIS has been applied in Supply chain management and logistics, 

engineering, manufacturing systems, business and marketing, ranking environmental, 

human resources, and rank the suppliers. 
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4.2 Analysis  

Comparison of different Multi criteria decision making methods 

         Table 10 Comparison of different Multi criteria decision making method (MCDM) methods 

The Suitable MCDM method for performance evaluation 

To find out which technique could be one of the best methods for decision-

making and performance evaluation, the first step is checking the literature for being 

awareness of others experiences. Generally, literature reports that mathematical models 
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such as DEA etc. are used for those problems, which have only exact data set (Vahdani et 

al., 2012). It means they cannot work with qualitative information. AI-based models 

which are considered as computer, aided technique and need deep knowledge to run and 

solve the problems. It is seen that MCDM models are very easy for understanding and 

implementation (Vahdani et al., 2012). The literature of decision-making reports that 

TOPSIS is one of the best methods for alternative selection among other MCDM 

techniques (Govindane et al., 2013).  

 

            In comparison with other MCDM methods such as AHP, ANP (as the two most 

widely used alternatives for ranking and selection) SAW, DEMATEL and TOPSIS is less 

complicated and less time consuming. But some methods such as AHP and ANP, extra 

pairwise comparison matrixes are needed for alternative selection. Due to this 

disadvantage AHP and ANP is consider less applicable as compare to TOPSIS for 

MCDM problems. Moreover, ELECTRE is considered a complex method as compare to 

TOPSIS, its process and outcome can be difficult to explain in layman’s terms. Multi 

Attribute Utility Theory (MAUT), Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) and TOPSIS has issued 

with weighting the data. Although TOPSIS has disadvantage of weighting the data but 

simple process, easy to use and programmed make it better than Multi Attribute Utility 

Theory (MAUT) and Case-Based Reasoning (CBR). 

 Over all from old literature and comparison of advantage and disadvantage of types of 

MCDM methods that TOPSIS is better MCDM method to rank the suppliers as compare 

to other MCDM. 

4.3 Conclusion 

Multi criteria decision making (MCDM) method is considered most suitable for the 

complex problems like ranking. There is different kind of multi criteria decision making 

method such MUIT, Case-based reasoning, AHP, ANP, Fuzzy set theory etc. But 

TOPSIS are most suitable for ranking among them.  
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5.0 How would Renault group in Iran rank the supplier against 

sustainable supplier evaluation criteria (SSEC)? 

5.1 Theoretical Framework  

In this part definition, objective of ranking are discussed and TOPSIS 

is discussed as MCDM method to rank the suppliers against SSEC. 

5.1.1 Rank the supplier  

              Vahdani et al., (2012) states that rank the suppliers is the process to measure 

their sustainability performance against suitable supplier evaluation criteria. The result of 

this is an independent and objective assessment of how well the supplier is performing 

and whether they are meeting the needs of the company in a way that is acceptable. 

Similarly, Govindane et al., (2013) claimed that ranking suppliers is derived from 

supplier evaluation system. Suppliers are ranked according to their attainment of some 

level of performance, for instance cost, quality, green product, less lead time and social 

rights of the employees. The Suppliers are ranked from worse to best by considering the 

demanded performance of the company. Literature reveals suppliers ranking could come 

in the result of some rewards or as some sort of clearance of certification (Yoon et al., 

1995). 

 Ranking the supplier is a critical managerial decision making problem, which requires 

considering various qualitative and quantitative factors. The goal is to find the best 

supplier for meeting a firm’s needs at suitable criteria. This problem is a fundamental 

issue of supply chain area, a kind of MCDM which requires MCDM methods for an 

effective problem solving. A good solution to this problem significantly contributes to the 

overall supply chain performance. Numerous methods have been proposed to tackle the 

problem of supplier ranking. 

 

Elements for ranking the sustainable suppliers 

• Sustainable supplier evaluation criteria (SSEC) ( 1st research question)  

• Multi criteria decision making (MCDM) method (2nd research question) 
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Objective of ranking 

          Govindane et al., (2013) mention the objective of ranking clearly. 

 • Assess supplier’s sustainability performance with a view to rewarding suppliers who 

meet expectations with on-going and future supply relationships. 

 • Provide accurate feedback to suppliers to identify their strengths and weaknesses 

which can be used as an effective continuous improvement tool. 

• Providing feedback to suppliers from all aspects and hence specific action could be 

taken to identify the performance weaknesses.  

• To select weak suppliers for further development 

 

5.1.2 TOPSIS: 

             This sub-section explains the process of TOPSIS for ranking and decision 

making. TOPSIS was initially developed by Hwang and Yoon (Yoon et al., 1995). The 

main advantages of TOPSIS are as: a) it is simple, b) it uses simple mathematical 

equations for determining the best alternative, c) Its computation processes are straight 

forward. The basic idea of this technique is that the best alternative should have the 

minimum distance to the positive ideal solution and the maximum distance from the 

negative ideal solution. In the first step of the method, the positive and negative ideal 

solutions are established. To show these numbers, the decision matrix is formed and 

normalized. Then, the positive ideal solution is obtained by choosing the largest 

normalized and weighted score for each attribute. Also, the negative ideal solution is 

calculated by choosing the least normalized and weighted score of each criterion. In the 

next step using the following formula the distance of each alternative from positive ideal 

solution and negative ideal solution are obtained (Yoon et al., 1995). 

 

di
∗ = ∑ dv(vij,  vj

∗)n
j=1 , i = 1,2, … , m                                                                (5.1) 

di
− = ∑ dv(vij,  vj

−)n
j=1 , i = 1,2, … , m                                                               (5.2) 

Where vj 
∗the positive ideal is and vj

− is the negative ideal for the attributes j. 

By the use of these numbers, Closeness Coefficient (CCi) of each alternative is derived: 
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CCi =
di

−

di
∗+di

−                                                                                                          (5.3 

Alternative Ai is closer to the PIS and farther from NIS as CCi approaches to 1. 

5.2 Empirical Information: 

In this part questioner is send to purchasing managers to get 

his response about supplier by keeping in mind SSEC. By considering 

his response matrix was constructed. Then at the end by applying 

TOPSIS suppliers were ranked. 

5.2.1 Rank the supplier against the sustainable supplier evaluation criteria 

(SSEC) 
Renault group in Iran works with seven main local suppliers known as Saipa 

Malleable, MSTOOS, Part Sazan, Azin Taneh, Robat Machine, AID Co Press, Majin 

Sanat and Shamim Pajouhesh. Selecting the best supplier among these eight alternatives 

based on 13 criteria is very difficult and complicated. That’s why; the purchasing 

manager of the company is unable to decide a right strategic decision for making long-

term collaboration with the suppliers. Therefore, the aim of this section is to evaluate and 

select the best suppliers of the company using TOPSIS. The following part gives the 

results of the steps of TOPSIS.  

Step1: Creating the decision matrix. To this end, the purchasing manager of the company 

was asked to express his idea about the performance of each attribute for each supplier. 

The following part gives the results of the first step of TOPSIS.   

                        Table 11 the opinions of expert about the suppliers (own construct figure) 
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5.3 Analysis 

Step2: Obtaining normalized decision matrix. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                Table 12: the normalized data set 

Step 3: Determining the distance of each alternative from PIS and NIS, calculating the 

𝐶𝐶𝑖 and ranking. 

 

Table 13: Rank the supplier 

In general, the ranking of the suppliers has been carried out with respect to the 13 

sustainable supplier evaluation criteria. The last column of table shows the ranking of the 

suppliers. It can be observed that supplier 1 (MS TOOS) is the best supplier with 𝐶𝐶𝑖 = 

0.7877, while supplier 7 (Shamim Pajouhesh) with 𝐶𝐶𝑖 = 0.046113567 is considered the 

lowest rank supplier in terms of sustainability performance.  
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5.4 Conclusion 

The derived results from TOPSIS showed MS TOOS is the best one with likely 

big difference with the supplier 2 (Part sazan) and 3 (azin taneh). Renault group in Iran 

can count MS TOOS, Part sazan and azin taneh for a long-term collaboration. Whereas, 

Shamim Pajouhesh being lowest ranked supplier needs to improve its sustainability 

performance for long term relation with company.   

6.0 Which Sustainable supplier evaluation criteria (SSEC) could help 

the lowest ranked supplier to improve its sustainability performance? 

6.1 Theoretical Framework  

 Parametric analysis 

           The methodology of parametric analysis is on the basis of the change of only one 

criterion (input/output) at a time, while the other efficiency factors are kept constant at 

the values of their entire data sets. A set of synthetic data for the single varied factors are 

generated by increasing the value of these increments. This process is done for all the 

chosen criteria Fallahpour et al (2015). 

   6.2 Analysis:  Improve the performance of the lowest rank supplier 

In order to improve the performance of lowest ranked supplier (Shamim 

Pajouhesh) in Renault group in Iran. Authors implement a parametric analysis technique 

to find out which criterion should be furthermore focused for improving the sustainability 

performance. The methodology of parametrises is by changing weight of one criterion 

(while keeping other criteria constant) how much performance of suppliers would 

change. In other words, it is relation between weight of sustainable evaluation criteria and 

rate of change of supplier performance. 

In below table we applied parametric analysis in order to find out among 13 main criteria 

which of them have more effect on the Performance of the supplier. The result comes 

from step 3 of the TOPSIS (column difference distance between the worse and the best 
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cci). In the table we can see some criteria such as cost is not alien with performance 

which means by increasing the weight of cost performance is decreased. Similarly, other 

criteria’s like quality, delivery service, and flexibility are alien with performance which 

meaning by increasing the weight, performance is also increased. 

                        Table 14: Performance of Shamim Pajouhesh by changing the weight (1-5) 

Figure 4: Sustainability performance of Shamim Punjoish by changing the weight (1-5) 
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In above graph show performance of lowest ranked supplier (Shamim Punjoish) 

at different weight (1 to 5) can be seen. Graph depicts that cost has reverse relation with 

performance of the supplier. Whereas, other Sustainable supplier evaluation criteria 

(SSEC) such as quality, delivery service, flexibility, green product, green warehousing, 

Eco design, Green technology, green transportation, workers right, health & safety and 

supportive activities has direct relationship with suppliers sustainability performance. In 

other words, by increasing the weight of all SSEC except cost is increased the suppliers’ 

sustainability performance. 

            Figure 5: Difference of sustainability performance of lowest ranked supplier (Shamim Punjoish)    

Figure 5 show the difference of supplier performances between lowest and 

highest values of performance. As it is mention in the table 14 performance of each SSEC 

is calculated by changing the weight (1 to 5) of one criteria and keeping other criteria’s 

constant.    
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It is considered that any SSEC is more effective if its performance difference is 

high. Above graph shows that environmental management has highest performance 

difference. Whereas, Cost is considered negative criteria in term of performance 

evaluation. Performance is decrease by increasing the cost. Supplier should try to 

decrease the cost of performance improvement. So, Shamim pajouhesh should be more 

focused on it to improve the performance. Similarly flexibility and eco design has almost 

equal importance for the performance improvement. Moreover, delivery service, Green 

technology, green warehousing, Health and safety, workers’ rights and supportive service 

are also helpful to Shamim pajouhesh for performance improvement.  

6.3 Conclusion   

Parametric analysis is applied to identify the most effective sustainable evaluation 

criteria for the improving the sustainability performance of Shamim Pajouhesh. The 

finding show that Shamim pajouhesh is needed to improve cost and flexibility most from 

economic perspective. Similarly, environmental management and eco design are most 

effective criteria to improve the performance in environmental perspective.  
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7.0 CONCLUSION  

This research aims at solving the problem of supplier selection 

of Renault Group in Iran based on sustainability criteria through a 

questionnaire-based survey for determining the most suitable criteria 

and measuring their importance and applicability and applying 

TOPSIS, as one of the most widely used decision making techniques, 

for ranking the suppliers and improving the lowest ranked supplier 

sustainability performance. To full fill the requirement of thesis we 

are answered the all research questions one by one. 

 

What are the important and applicable sustainable supplier evaluation criteria (SSEC) 

that could be applied? 

A comprehensive list of sustainable supplier evaluation criteria (SSEC) and their sub-

criteria for supplier's’ sustainability performance assessment was developed (based on the 

literature) as well as their importance and applicability were measured based on the 

managers of the Renault group of Iran. A set consisting of 13 main sustainable supplier 

evaluation criteria (SSEC) and 46 sub-criteria were determined and their importance and 

applicability were measured using a questionnaire-based survey. The findings show that 

economic criteria are the most effective criteria for sustainability performance evaluation. 

It is followed by environmental criteria and social criteria.  

Mann–Whitney U-test to demonstrate whether the mean scores of the two sets of data 

(importance and applicability) are correlated with each other on the basis of the managers 

opinions of the company. The result shows that there is no significant difference between 

the mean scores of the two data sets.  Therefore, the developed list of the SSEC and their 

corresponding sub-criteria can be used for this company for suppliers’ sustainability 

performance in presence and future.  
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What Multi criteria decision making method (MCDM) is suitable for evaluating and 

ranking the suppliers? 

TOPSIS is considered as more suitable Multi criteria decision making method for 

evaluating and ranking the suppliers. 

 

How would Renault group in Iran rank the supplier against the sustainable supplier 

evaluation criteria (SSEC)?  

           The third Research Question is that how to assess the sustainability performance 

of the suppliers of the company, rank and select the best one. In this study, TOPSIS (as 

one of the most widely used MCDM techniques) have been used for selecting the most 

suitable supplier in a real case study. Findings show that the first supplier (MS TOOS) is 

the best supplier. It is followed by supplier 2 (Part sazan) and 3 (azin taneh ). The derived 

results from TOPSIS showed MS TOOS is the best one with likely big difference with 

the second and the third suppliers.  That is, the company can count this supplier for a 

long-term collaboration. In addition, Shamim Pajouhesh is lowest ranked supplier. He 

needs to improve its sustainability performance for long term relation with Renault in 

Iran.   

 

What could be done to improve the Sustainability performance of lowest ranked 

suppliers? 

After identification of Shamim Pajouhesh as lowest ranked supplier. Parametric 

analysis was implemented to identify which SSEC have the maximum influence on the 

lowest ranked supplier’s performance. The findings showed that Shamim Pajouhesh 

should focus his concentration on Cost, flexibility, Eco design and environmental 

management. 

7.1 Future works 

There are several opportunities to extend this research in the future. The first 

objective of this research focused on sustainability criteria for evaluation of suppliers’ 

performance. Adding the carbon management criteria and their corresponding sub-criteria 
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to this list could be worthy for the future work. Another room for future research that 

would be of interest is using fuzzy numbers for collecting data set. Sustainable supplier 

selection comprises ambiguity and fuzziness in a real life. Thus, fuzzy numbers are very 

useful to deal with imprecision and vagueness for data collection in a real life case study. 

Also, using other MCDEM methods such as AHP, ANP, FPP, etc. and comparing their 

results with this study can be considered new idea for developing this study.  
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     9.0 Appendices 

Appendices A- definitions of sub criteria 

Economic aspect 

Material cost The price of the material considering the quality of the 

material and other services provided by supplier  

Freight cost The cost of transportation 

After sales service 

cost 

The price of the after sales service 

Rejection rate of the 

product 

Number of rejected supplied goods detected by quality 

control 

Capability of 

handling abnormal 

quality  

The capability of the supplier in handling abnormal quality 

problems (Lee et al., 2009) 

Process for internal 

audit quality of material 

One shall ensure that the supplier will make a reasonable 

number of audits on the quality level offered and is certified 

to ensure a minimum level of quality to prevent possible 

failures (Grisi et al., 2010) 

Lead time delivery Flexibility in time between the placement and the arrival of 

an order without compromising quality and cost (Kannan et 

al., 2015). 

After sales service The level of service is given after delivering goods. 

Time to solve the 

problem 

Time between notification to the supplier and solving it 

On-time delivery The capability to follow the predefined delivery 

Flexibility in discount Rate of discount is given by supplier to customer 

Flexibility of delivery 

time 

Level of flexibility of supplier in changing the time of 

delivery of the ordered good 

Flexibility in ordering Level of the flexibility of supplier in changing the orders 

based on the customers the request of the customer 

 

Environmental 

ISO-14001 

certification 

Whether the supplier has environment-related certificates 

such as ISO 1400 
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Environmental 

Performance Evaluation 

Supplier should have environmental policies, planning of 

environmental objectives, checking and control of 

environmental activities (Grisi et al., 2010) 

Eco-Labeling Whether the supplier uses eco-labels for the products 

Environment-

friendly raw materials 

Supplier must use environment friendly materials and avoid 

to use those materials are not biodegradable. 

Green certification Supplier must provide green related certificates for products 

(Kannan et al., 2015) 

Re-use Ability to achieve the used products and their related 

accessories (Kannan et al., 2015) 

Green packaging The level of green materials used in packaging (Kannan et 

al., 2015; Lee et al., 2009) 

Air emissions The quantity control and treatment of hazardous emission, 

such as SO2, NH3, CO andHC1 (Lee et al., 2009) 

Waste water The quantity control and the treatment of waste water 

(Kannan et al., 2015) 

Hazardous wastes Pollution minimization initiatives related to Hazardous 

wastes.  

Inventory of                                    

hazardous substances  

Compliance with regulations of hazardous substances to 

prevent the products from containing exceed in restricted 

substances (Kannan et al., 2015) 

Inventory of 

substitute material 

Supplier must transit their materials into green materials 

under a fixed deadline to make sure a currently used non green 

material is replaced by a green material of the same functions 

and specifications 

Warehouse 

management 

Level of warehouse management to prevent material mixing 

and maintain the quality of material  

Recycle of products 

when design 

Ability to treat the used products or their accessories, to 

reprocess the materials, and to replace the required new 

materials when producing new products (Rostamzadeh et al., 

2015). 

Re-manufacturing Detach certain accessories from waste products for future 

usage (Rostamzadeh et al., 2015). 

Reduction of the use 

of hazard materials 

when design 

Supplier must try to decrease rate of hazardous material 

when design 

Using a modern eco- Supplier should use eco-efficient transportation fleet like 
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efficient transportation 

fleet  

energy efficient Vessels and high Euro norms f or trucks 

(Rostamzadeh et al., 2015) 

 

 

 

Table 4.1: Continued 

 

Using Green fuels  Supplier should use Green fuels like low sulfur content, 

and alternative fuels 

Materials used in the 

supplied components 

that reduce the impact on 

natural resources 

The use of materials in the components that has a lower 

impact on the natural resources (Kannan et al., 2015; Lee et 

al., 2009) 

Capability of R&D  Capability of R&D of the supplier to meet current and 

future demand of the company 

Ability to alter 

process and product for 

reducing the impact on 

natural resources 

The ability of the supplier to alter the process and product 

design in order to reduce the impact on the natural resources 

(Kannan et al., 2015) 

Social 

Contract Supplier should have contract with their workers 

Employment 

insurance 

Supplier should provide employee insurance for their 

workers 

Employment 

compensation 

Suppliers should be responsible for their workers 

Standard working 

hours 

Ordinary hours are a worker’s normal and regular hours of 

work, which do not attract overtime rates. 

Overtime pay Supplier should pay the salary for the overtime 

Health and safety 

incidents 

Suppliers must provide workers' health and safety in the 

workplace 

Training for safety at 

work 

To prevent accidents and protect the health of workers, 

they must be trained at work  

Providing standard 

equipment at work 

To prevent accidents and protect the health of workers, 

they must have appropriate equipment 
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Discrimination There must not be any difference between men and women 

workers for growth at work 

Growth at work Based on experience and skill workers’ position should be 

changed at work 

Wages Workers’ must be paid based on work laws 

Attention to religious 

and cultural issues at 

work (such as praying, 

etc.) 

Supplier must respect religious and cultural issues at work 
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Appendices B: Questioner 1 for develop important and applicable SSEC 
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Appendices C:  Questioner for ranking the suppliers  
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Appendices D: Calculations of Mean  
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